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Abstract: 

Systems of differential equations have been used to model a variety of situations 

including population dynamics, reactions between several chemicals, and even the outcome of 

warfare between two nations. These types of systems are well equipped to model both simple 

and relatively complex situations involving several interacting parties; however, they seem to 

have never been used to model the interactions between nations engaged in a trade war. This text 

was primarily developed to showcase the ability of such systems to broadly model the key 

features of such a trade conflict. We begin by summarizing the main inputs and outputs of 

several historical trade wars and proceed forward by developing two models utilizing systems of 

differential equations that incorporate these inputs and outputs into their terms. Following this, 

we analyze both systems by finding specific solutions to each, by developing a general formula 

for each system’s equilibria, and by confirming the stability of these equilibria. After the model’s 

development and analysis, we apply these systems in the controlled environment of a 

hypothetical trade war. Finally, we conclude with a brief list of limitations that discuss several 

factors that hinder the accuracy of the proposed models. 
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1. Literature Review 

In order to produce a model that can – at least to some acceptable capacity – accurately 

model a trade war, it is important to first understand the typical inputs of trade wars (i.e., country 

size, tariff size, trade as a % of GDP, etc.) as well as how these inputs influence the final 

outcome (effect on GDP) of the conflict. It is necessary, then, to review some of the economic 

literature focused on analyzing the impact of various trade wars, all of which occurred within the 

past century. The following section will summarize the context of each covered conflict, each 

conflict’s inputs, and the final outcome of each conflict (i.e., the conflict’s effect on each 

nation’s GDP). This summary will allow us to identify some of the key features and inputs of 

trade wars: many of which can be incorporated into our simple model for trade conflicts. 

In addition to summarizing past conflicts, it would also be useful to investigate the 

various ways trade wars have traditionally been modeled. This will allow us to identify other key 

features of trade wars that may have been missed or neglected in our initial review of historical 

conflicts. 

1.1: US-China Trade War (2018 - Present) 

 The US-China trade war is the most recent trade conflict that will be summarized in this 

paper and is a good example of the dynamics involved in modern trade conflicts. This recency, 

however, presents a limitation that must be acknowledged before any form of summarization can 

be made. The US-China trade war is an ongoing conflict – meaning that the situation and its 

outcome could certainly change in response to some unforeseen future events. Currently, 

however, further escalation of trade barriers has halted, and the trade conflict has essentially been 

at a standstill for several years. This stagnation has allowed a plethora of quality research 

covering the conflict to be published over this time period: the contents of which should be 
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sufficient for drawing conclusions about the trade war’s impact thus far. With this 

acknowledgement out of the way, we can now begin this brief summarization of the inputs and 

outcomes of the US-China trade war. To this end, we will utilize the NBER working paper 

written by Pablo Fajgelbaum and Amit Khandelwal – which has compiled and extended many of 

the studies covering this particular trade war.  

Since 2018, tariffs targeting roughly $350 billion in imports from China have been levied 

by the US. In retaliation, the Chinese government has levied tariffs on roughly $100 billion of 

US exports. In total, the tariffs levied by both nations on all of their trade partners (including 

countries other than the US and China) “targeted imports and exports amounting to 3.6% of US 

GDP” and “transactions equivalent to about 5.5% of China’s GDP” (Fajgelbaum & Khandelwal, 

2021). The relative intensity of tariffs compared to each nation’s GDP is an important ‘input’ of 

trade wars since, in general, the amount of damage done to each nation’s economy is directly 

affected by level of trade barriers imposed on them. This is especially the case when these 

barriers are imposed on the most major goods traded between the two nations.  

Tariff Pass Through 

Another important input to trade wars (and to tariffs in general) is the tariff pass-through 

rate associated with each country’s tariffs. A tariff’s pass-through rate can be roughly defined as 

“the increase in the tariff-inclusive import price relative to the tariff increase” and – 

mathematically – is represented by 1 minus some constant beta (1-β) (Fajgelbaum & 

Khandelwal, 2021). Complete tariff pass through is the situation where β equals 0: meaning that 

the post-tariff price is equal to the pre tariff price plus the size of the tariff (for prices exclusively 

in the importer’s country). In this way, the cost of tariff completely passes through to the price. 
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Incomplete tariff pass through is the situation where β is greater than 0: meaning that the 

importer’s post-tariff price is less than the pre-tariff price plus the size of the tariff. 

Complete tariff pass through occurs when the importing country (i.e., the one that 

implements the tariff) does not constitute a significant amount of the foreign suppliers’ sales. In 

this case, the foreign supplier does not worry about remaining as competitive in the importing 

country: opting instead to possibly shift sales to a different nation. This type of tariff pass 

through is most common when the importer is a small country with relatively little market 

power. Incomplete tariff pass through occurs when the importing country does make up a 

significant amount of the foreign exporters’ sales. In this case, the foreign exporter will lower its 

prices in order to mitigate the effect of the tariff on its product’s competitiveness in the 

importer’s country (this will occur mostly in the short term). Because of this price reduction, an 

incomplete tariff pass through rate transfers some of the burden of the importing nation’s tariffs 

onto foreign suppliers in the exporting nation: leading to extra damage being done to the 

exporting nation’s economy. Examining this relationship between tariff pass through and foreign 

losses further reveals that lower tariff pass through rates pass more of the burden of tariffs onto 

foreign suppliers. In other words, the closer β is to 1 (i.e., the lower the tariff pass through rate), 

the more of the burden of the tariffs is placed on foreign suppliers. 

 Transitioning back to the specific case of the US-China Trade war, the majority of studies 

covering the conflict have found – surprisingly – that both the US and China had 𝛽 equal to or 

near 0. That is, each country experienced complete tariff pass through where the costs of their 

own tariffs fully transferred into the prices of imported goods in their own markets. This result 

was rather unexpected, since each country is a major trading partner of the other; however, it has 

been theorized that suppliers affected by tariffs were able to easily sell goods elsewhere: 
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allowing them to forgo lowering their pre-tariff prices and transferring the full cost of the tariff to 

the consumers. 

 In terms of the outcome of the trade war, most sources agree that “the trade war has 

lowered aggregate real income in both the US and China, although not by large magnitudes 

relative to GDP” (Fajgelbaum & Khandelwal, 2021). All in all, both countries suffered due to 

trade war, but not to an extreme extent – which is a general pattern that holds true for most trade 

wars. 

1.2: Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act (1930) 

The Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act was a protectionist act passed in 1930 made with the intent 

of boosting US industry by reducing the competitiveness of foreign goods. The act was passed 

during the height of the Great Depression and – as targeted countries began to retaliate to its 

tariffs – it only served to worsen the economic downturn incurred by the US at that time. 

Overall, global trade during this time period declined by 65% due to the combined effects of 

both the tariff act and the great depression (CFI, 2021). In fact, larger declines in trade were seen 

in countries that retaliated to Smoot-Hawley, with US exports to retaliating countries falling by 

28-38 percent, while US exports to other countries that merely protested falling by only 15 to 22 

percent (Mitchener et al., 2021). The act escalated trade barriers to their second-highest level in 

US history but – with trade accounting for just 4 percent of national income – “the (full 

employment) efficiency losses generated by the tariff [were only] a relatively small percent of 

GNP” (Irwin, 1996). The tariffs imposed within the act were eventually removed, but only after 

years of damage had already occurred to many of the world’s most developed economies. 

The analysis of this trade war presents a new unique input that could apply to all trade 

wars: the effect of context. In this case, for instance, bad economic times led to a worse outcome 
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in the form of an even more severe depression. As a result, a model could be made that takes this 

dynamic into account by multiplying the damage done by tariffs imposed during economic 

downturns.  

1.3: Common Features of Other Trade Wars 

 While it is likely impossible to fully generalize the inputs and outcomes of a trade war, 

there are some commonalities existing between most trade wars that can be reasonably 

generalized and used in a model. In general, most trade wars share the same common features: a 

series of retaliatory actions made by countries targeted by tariffs, a decline in trade between 

participating parties, and slightly reduced GDP growth for all countries involved. Any model for 

a trade war should accurately display these common features to some degree. 

1.4: How Trade Wars are Traditionally Modeled 

Before developing a new model, it would be wise to explore how others have modeled 

trade wars in order to develop a general idea of the established methods used to model the effects 

of trade wars. One common approach is to model the situation using game theory or utility 

theory which – for instance – was done for the US-China trade war by Zhang & Chang. Other 

approaches include the use of large-scale general equilibrium models such as CGE and DSGE 

models. Many institutions (e.g., the IMF, WTO, etc.) use Computable General Equilibrium 

(CGE) modeling to analyze the impacts of trade wars, fiscal policy, and other economic policies. 

These models involve tracking hundreds of variables and often utilize high-level software to 

compute many different scenarios. The development of new CGE analyses is a task that often 

takes “several weeks to complete” – making it one of the more time-consuming methods to 

utilize (CGE, 2016). An extension on CGE models comes in the form of Dynamic Stochastic 
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General Equilibrium (DSGE) models. These DSGE models are similar to CGE models, but also 

account for randomness and business cycles in their computations.  

In sum, there seems to have been no use of systems of differential equations to model 

trade wars, meaning the approach detailed in this paper is likely a novel idea. Additionally, a 

model utilizing a system of differential equations would be a beneficial addition to this body of 

research, since these models generally are much simpler to both create and analyze compared to 

the aforementioned methods of modeling. Further, the solutions of these systems of ODEs 

provide trajectories that can be used to model the damage taken over time in trade war rather 

than just the final outcome – a feature which is not always possible to recreate using other 

methods. 

2. Modeling 

Now that we have a general understanding of the inputs and outputs of a trade war, we 

can begin to develop some preliminary models for these conflicts. In the following section, we 

will create several models (using systems of ODEs) which mimic the effects of trade wars 

summarized in our literature review. 

2.1: Features to Model 

Reviewing several of the most major historical trade wars has – to some degree – enabled 

the identification of some typical inputs and outputs that are commonly involved in these sorts of 

trade conflicts. We can define the inputs of a trade war as any trade-related policy, behavior, or 

decisions made by relevant parties that may influence the outcome of the trade war. Given the 

uniqueness and complexity surrounding these events, it is likely impossible to define a 

comprehensive set of inputs that apply to all trade wars; however, with some generalization it is 

possible to define a small list of main inputs that (at least to some extent) apply to the vast 
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majority of trade conflicts. This list includes the establishment of trade barriers, the intensity of 

these trade barriers, retaliation to trade barriers made by relevant parties, damage limitation, and 

the effects of each countries’ respective tariff pass through rate. In order to accurately represent 

the actions and interests of each party in a trade conflict, a realistic model of a trade war should 

incorporate all of these elements to some degree.  

In terms of the output (or outcome) of the model, the most relevant outcome of a trade 

war is most often its effect on GDP. In the case of this paper, the main outcome we will focus on 

is the change in GDP that results from a trade war. Using this approach, it is only necessary to 

model net damages of trade war (damages less benefit gained from trade barriers): which should 

be reasonably modeled by simply considering net damage done to a nation be proportional to the 

amount of tariffs levied on it. One fact to note, however, is that evidence from the study of past 

trade wars shows that the overall changes/damages to GDP caused by these conflicts are often 

times relatively small (as mentioned in section 1.1). The US-China trade war, for instance, was 

estimated to have reduced the US GDP by merely “~0.1%” to “0.05%” (Fajgelbaum & 

Khandelwal, 2021). This is not to say that the impact of most trade wars is insignificant. In fact, 

relatively speaking, trade wars are one of the most expensive/damaging single policies a nation 

can enact. That is, few policy decisions regularly impact GDP to this extent – with most policies 

having even more minute effects on GDP. Regardless, small impacts on GDP are a common 

result of trade conflicts, so models should reflect this important feature of trade wars.  

2.2: A Simple Trade War Model 

Fundamentally, a trade war involves two core features. Firstly, there must exist at least 

two nations that are actively retaliating to one another’s trade barriers. Second, there must be 

some form of damage limitation exhibited by each countries’ respective policymakers. That is, 
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policy makers from each nation should only be willing to take damage to their economy up to a 

certain threshold. Beyond this threshold, they will seek to de-escalate the trade war.  

As a starting point, it would be convenient to begin with a simple base model that solely 

incorporates these two core features of trade wars. Such a model would serve as a solid 

foundation on which other, more specific extensions could be constructed. To this end, the 

following model was created utilizing a simple system of differential equations: 

𝑑𝑋

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑎 𝑌 − 𝑓(𝑋)

𝑑𝑌

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑎 𝑋 − 𝑔(𝑌)

 

 

The variables X and Y denote the current tariff damage incurred by country X and 

country Y, respectively. Note that ‘current damage’ is the first derivative of total damage. In 

other words, it is simply the flow rate of damage being dealt to a nation at a given period of time. 

In this case, X and Y will be measured in billions of dollars per year (e.g., if X = 3, then country 

X is currently losing $3 billion per year to the trade war). 

The terms a Y and a X represent the fact that countries will implement retaliatory tariffs 

in response to other nations imposing tariffs (and thus inflict current damage) on them. The 

constants a  and a  represent the intensity of the tariffs applied by each nation and are positive 

constants. For example, country X will retaliate (and thus cause Y to increase) at a rate 

proportional to the current damage being dealt to its own country (a X). Thus, = a X. The 

same idea applies to country Y (thus, = a Y). 
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The terms f(X) and g(Y) are “limiting terms” that represent the fact that damage from 

tariffs is eventually limited by policymakers. Note that f(X) and g(Y) are such that f (X), f"(X) >

0 and g (Y), g"(Y) > 0. Thus, as X and Y increase the c f(X) and c g(Y) terms will eventually 

overpower the a Y and a X terms (assuming c  and c  are positive). 

One additional note about the “limiting terms” −𝑓(𝑋) and −𝑔(𝑌) is that they represent 

actions made by policymakers – aside from changing tariff levels – that ultimately reduce the 

damage being done to their own nation. These policies could include making trade deals, 

applying political pressure, or even applying military pressure to force their opposition to de-

escalate the trade war. To understand how these terms accurately represent these actions, 

consider the −𝑓(𝑋) limiting term. This term models the fact that policymakers in country X will 

take more actions to limit the current damage (X) dealt to their own nation as it becomes larger. 

In other words, these policymakers want to lower    as X increases. It makes sense, then, that 

the −𝑓(𝑋) limiting term decreases the rate at which damage is being dealt to country X to a 

greater extent as X itself grows large.  

For demonstrative purposes, later sections will consider the particular case where the 

limiting terms are 𝑓(𝑋) = 𝑐 𝑋  and 𝑔(𝑌) = 𝑐 𝑌 . In other words, the following model will be 

frequently utilized in later sections: 

𝑑𝑋

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑎 𝑌 − 𝑐 𝑋

𝑑𝑌

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑎 𝑋 − 𝑐 𝑌

 

Such a model would be appropriate if it was found that the amount or degree of limiting 

actions made by policymakers in each country grow exponentially as the current damage being 

dealt increases in the trade war. 
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2.3: A Trade War Model with Tariff Pass Through 

 One important aspect of tariffs that often affects the outcome of a trade conflict is their 

pass-through rate. An incomplete pass-through rate has the potential to transfer a portion of the 

burden of a tariff to a nation’s foreign suppliers: dealing extra damage to the suppliers of foreign 

nations whilst simultaneously lowering the cost of the tariff for domestic consumers. This type of 

damage is often described as the “terms of trade” (ToT) effect of a tariff. Given that trade wars 

often involve significant hikes in tariffs, it makes sense to develop a model that incorporates the 

effect of tariff pass through. 

 As concluded in section 1.1, an incomplete tariff pass through rate (β > 0) results in a 

portion of the costs of the importing nation’s tariffs to be effectively transferred over to foreign 

suppliers in the exporting nation. In contrast, a complete tariff pass through rate (β = 0) implies 

that the full cost of tariffs is borne by the nation that imposed them. Given these two conclusions, 

a model that incorporates the tariff pass through rates of each nation should add extra damage to 

each nation when its adversary’s pass-through rates are incomplete (i.e., when a ToT effect 

exists). In other words, when country Y has incomplete pass through, we should expect extra 

damage to be incurred by country X when Y increases its tariffs (to represent X’s suppliers 

taking losses), and vice versa. Additionally, when country Y has complete pass through, we 

should expect no extra damage to be done to either country: resulting in a scenario that closely 

follows the model from section 2.2. With these scenarios in mind, the following model was 

created: 

𝑑𝑋

𝑑𝑡
= (𝑎 + 𝛽 )𝑌 − 𝑓(𝑋)

𝑑𝑌

𝑑𝑡
= (𝑎 + 𝛽 )𝑋 − 𝑔(𝑌)
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The terms β  and β  represent the intensity of the ToT effect. Note that β  and β  are not 

the same as the β used in a tariff pass through calculation. Instead, these constants are the 

intensity with which the ToT effect adds damage to each nation. As β  increases, so to should 

the current damage being dealt to country X from the ToT effect. 

Why group the ‘𝑎’ terms and the ‘𝛽’ terms together? Recall that the first two terms in 

each differential equation are terms that allow each equation to “act in retaliation” to one 

another. Any economic damage that is dealt as a result of retaliatory actions should therefore be 

incorporated into these terms. The 𝑎 𝑌 and 𝑎 𝑋 terms fall into this category since, as further 

retaliation occurs, more tariffs are added and thus damage from volume1 effects should increase. 

Similarly, the damage from ToT effects is simply a result of retaliation. When a large country 

wishes to retaliate in a trade war, it imposes tariffs that will often lead to lower world prices for 

tariffed goods: leading to a ToT effect that damages foreign suppliers. In this way, the total size 

of the ToT effect increases as the degree of retaliation increases.  

Since ToT damages and volume damages both increase as retaliation increases, it makes 

sense to generalize these effects by considering them together. So, 𝑎 + 𝛽 would be the total tariff 

intensity with ‘𝑎’ representing the intensity of the volume effect of tariffs and 𝛽 representing the 

intensity of the ToT effect of tariffs.  

Before moving on to the next section, I would like to make a brief comparison of the 

section 2.2 and 2.3 models to clarify what is meant by the “total tariff intensity” (or “tariff 

intensity” for short) phrase used throughout this text. To start, notice that when 𝛽 = 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝛽 =

 
1 Note: The ‘a’ terms were introduced in section 2.2 where ‘damage’ was caused by price increases (due to tariffs) 
causing less goods to be imported from foreign nations. This type of damage can be called a “volume effect” and 
will be expanded upon in section 4. 
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0, the section 2.3 model reverts back into the same form as the simple model from section 2.2. 

This represents the complete pass-through rate case (for each nation) where no extra damage is 

done outside of the direct damage incurred from the tariffs of each country. In this case, damage 

only occurs due to the volume effect (less goods imported due to price increases) of the tariffs 

imposed. Total tariff intensity, therefore, is wholly dictated by the intensity of the volume effect 

(𝑎  and 𝑎 ). The section 2.3 model, on the other hand, introduces a second effect – the ToT 

effect – that also contributes to the total intensity of the tariffs imposed. Subsequently, the total 

tariff intensity is determined by both the intensity of the volume effect (𝑎  and 𝑎 ) and the 

intensity of the ToT effect (𝛽  and 𝛽 ).  

3. Analysis 

Now that some simple models have been created, it seems natural to conduct a brief 

analysis of each model by finding some equilibria, turning points, or other key features of these 

models that describe the solutions of these systems. In this section, we will consider a variety of 

economic scenarios using these models by selecting several different values for the constant 

terms within them. Then, we will describe what solutions to these scenarios mean in economic 

terms in order to develop a better understanding of how each term within these models affects 

their solutions.  

3.1: Analysis of the Simple Model 

From the beginning, both the simple model and the model involving tariff pass-through 

rates were designed to result in a stable equilibrium with two non-negative values for X and Y. 

This result is meant to represent the fact that the vast majority of historical trade wars have 

resulted in at least some damage being done to both nations’ economies. The location of this 
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equilibrium, however, is determined by the values of the constants (𝑎  and 𝑎 ) and by the 

limiting functions 𝑓(𝑋) and 𝑓(𝑌). For simplicity, we will only consider the scenario where 𝑓(𝑋) 

and 𝑓(𝑌) are equal to 𝑐 𝑋  and 𝑐 𝑌 , respectively, while altering the values of each constant.  

To test the effect of tariff intensity, we can consider several situations involving different 

values for 𝑎  and 𝑎  while maintaining constant values for 𝑐  and 𝑐 . In scenarios involving 

equal tariff intensity (𝑎 = 𝑎 ) and equal damage aversion (𝑐 = 𝑐 ) from each nation, 

equilibria2 will fall on the line 𝑌 = 𝑋. In other words, a scenario where both countries implement 

equally damaging tariffs and are equally damage adverse will result in both countries incurring 

the same amount of damage: which is a rather intuitive result. A more intriguing result can be 

found when considering a scenario where one nation has a higher tariff intensity (e.g., 𝑎 > 𝑎 ). 

For instance, consider the following case: 

𝑑𝑋

𝑑𝑡
= 2𝑌 − 1𝑋

𝑑𝑌

𝑑𝑡
= 1𝑋 − 1𝑌

 

Solving for the system’s equilibria reveals that  = = 0 if and only if  𝑌 = =

±√𝑋 . This condition only occurs at points (𝑋 , 𝑌 ) = (0,0) and (𝑋 , 𝑌 ) ≈ (1.587,1.26) 

meaning the system is in equilibrium at these two points. The stability of each equilibrium can be 

found using either Jacobian matrix or using numerical methods. Regardless, stability analyses 

will reveal that (𝑋 , 𝑌 ) is not a stable equilibrium while (𝑋 , 𝑌 ) is stable. Using numerical 

methods, the following phase portrait can be found: 

 
2 Equilibria are found by setting each equation in the system equal to 0 and solving for X and Y values.  
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As one would expect, higher tariff intensity from country Y resulted in more damage 

being incurred by X overall. Notice, however, that country Y has taken extra damage as well 

(1.26 vs 1): just not as much. Thus, a trade war conducted under these conditions would result in 

higher damage being done to nation X compared to nation Y, but also in more damage being 

done to each country overall – ultimately making the conflict worse for each party when 

compared to previous scenarios where 𝑎 = 𝑎 .  

The final hypothetical scenario we will analyze will be one wherein one country is more 

damage adverse (lower 𝑐  or 𝑐 ) than the other. This scenario could represent a situation where 

policy makers in one country are pressured into ending trade wars more quickly than their 

opponent by their voter base: thus making the country more adverse to this sort of damage. A 

model representing this case could be configured as follows: 

𝑑𝑋

𝑑𝑡
= 1𝑌 − 2𝑋

𝑑𝑌

𝑑𝑡
= 1𝑋 − 1𝑌

 

 Using the same methods utilized above, an unstable equilibrium of (𝑥 , 𝑦 ) = (0,0) can 

be found along with a stable equilibrium of (𝑥 , 𝑦 ) ≈ (0.63, 0.794). One interesting feature to 

note, however, is that if both countries had equal damage tolerance (𝑐 = 𝑐 = 2), then the stable 
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equilibrium would fall back to (0.5, 0.5). In the context of this model, this result makes sense. 

Clearly, the country that is more damage adverse will take less damage than their more damage-

tolerant opponent. Their opponent, however, is willing to take more damage in order to ensure 

that the damage adverse nation takes some extra damage beyond the (0.5, 0.5) equilibrium that 

would’ve occurred otherwise. In the case of this model, it seems that the biggest loser of an 

evenly matched trade war (in terms of tariff intensity) is the nation that is least responsive to the 

negative effects of the war. 

3.2: Analysis of the Tariff Pass-Though Model 

The model involving tariff pass-through rates is simply an extension of the simple model. 

Thus, the same general relationships described above still apply to terms in the tariff pass-

through rate model. The main reason for having two separate constants in this case is to 

differentiate between the two types of damages (ToT and volume damages). Mathematically 

speaking, the model itself isn’t drastically changed by the addition of the new constant. 

3.3: A General Formula for Equilibria 

Before moving on, we will first find the general equilibria for each version of the 

proposed model. 

Version 1: (Simple limiting term with ‘a’ only) 

𝑑𝑋

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑎 𝑌 − 𝑋

𝑑𝑌

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑎 𝑋 − 𝑌

 

This is a system where the limiting term is the simplest non-linear case for each equation 

(−1𝑋  and − 1𝑌 ). To find the general equilibrium, simply set each equation equal to 0 and 

solve for X and Y: 
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⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧

0 = 𝑎 𝑌 − 𝑋

0 = 𝑎 𝑋 − 𝑌
↔

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧𝑌 =

𝑋

𝑎

𝑋 =
𝑌

𝑎

 

Using the fact that 𝑌 =  and that 0 = 𝑎 𝑋 − 𝑌 , we find: 

0 = 𝑎 𝑋 −
𝑋

𝑎
↔ 𝑋 𝑎 −

𝑋

𝑎
= 0 ↔ 𝑋 = 0 𝑜𝑟 𝑋 = 𝑎 𝑎  

These are the general equilibrium X values. Using this along with the fact that 𝑎 𝑋 = 𝑌  to solve 

for Y results in 𝑌 = 0 and 𝑌 = 𝑎 𝑎 𝑎 = 𝑎 𝑎  . Thus, the equilibria of the system are at 

points (0,0) and ( 𝑎 𝑎  , 𝑎 𝑎  ).  

Version 2: (Simple limiting term with ‘a + 𝛽’) 

𝑑𝑋

𝑑𝑡
= (𝑎 + 𝛽 )𝑌 − 𝑋

𝑑𝑌

𝑑𝑡
= (𝑎 + 𝛽 )𝑋 − 𝑌

 

This is a system where the limiting term is the simplest non-linear case for each equation 

(−1𝑋  𝑎𝑛𝑑 − 1𝑌 ) and were the effects of tariff pass through are considered. Since the 

coefficients of the X and Y terms are both just positive constants, we can use the work above to 

conclude that equilibria exist at (0,0) and ( (𝑎 + 𝛽 ) 𝑎 + 𝛽  , (𝑎 + 𝛽 )(𝑎 + 𝛽 )  ). 

3.4: Proof of General Stability 

Each of the above scenarios possess two equilibria: one at the origin and one with 

positive X and Y values. The supplemental sections 7.1 and 7.2 exist to prove that the latter 
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equilibrium is generally stable regardless of the values of 𝑎 , 𝑎 , 𝑓(𝑋), and 𝑔(𝑌). See section 7 

for more on this proof. 

4. Applications 

4.1: Defining ‘a’ 

The graphs in Figure 1 (pictured below) contain the two types of damages that are 

considered in our trade war model. The first type of damage is a “volume effect”, and it is caused 

by the lowering of import volume resulting from tariffs (represented by areas a, b, c, d in both 

graphs). The second type of damage is the “terms of trade” effect of each countries’ tariffs, and it 

is caused by a lowering of world prices for goods (represented by area e in both graphs).  

The volume effect is relatively straightforward (a higher price of goods means less are 

imported), however the ToT effect can be unintuitive and deserves a brief explanation. Consider 

the graph on the left, which showcases the domestic market of country X and how it reacts when 

country X imposes a tariff on country Y. In this case, we assume country X is a large country. 

That is, we assume that country X influences the world price 𝑃  of goods when it imposes a new 

tariff on them. When this is the case, the large country case of tariff analysis tells us that when X 

imposes a tariff on Y, the reactions of foreign suppliers will shift the world price will lower 

(from 𝑃  to 𝑃  in the graph). This lessens the burden of the tax on domestic consumers in 

country X since they will now pay price 𝑃 + 𝑡 instead of 𝑃 + 𝑡 (where 𝑡 is the price per unit 

of the tariff). This burden was shifted to foreign suppliers, who now must accept a lower price 

for their exported goods 𝑃 . This shift in the burden of the tariff is the origin of the ‘terms of 

trade’ effect that is represented by 𝛽 in our model.  
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The constants 𝑎  and 𝑎  were made to represent the “volume effect” of a tariff. 

Therefore, the terms that utilize these constants (𝑎 𝑌 and 𝑎 𝑋) are responsible for adding the 

total amount of this type of damage to each nation. Thus, to define this ‘a’ constant, we will 

begin by considering a trade war that does not result in shifts in the world price of goods 

involved in the war. This situation would look similar to figure 1 above, but would only include 

damages from areas a, b, c, and d (area ‘e’ would not exist in this scenario). This allows us to use 

the system introduced in section 2.2 in which the sole component of the ‘tariff intensity’ 

coefficient is the ‘a’ constant itself. Recall that – for our section 2.2 simple system – the 

equilibria should be at points (0,0) and ( 𝑎 𝑎  , 𝑎 𝑎  ): meaning that the equilibrium 

damages are 𝑋∗ =  𝑎 𝑎   and 𝑌∗ = 𝑎 𝑎  when 𝑎  𝑜𝑟 𝑎  are greater than 0. Using these 

equations to solve for the values of 𝑎  and 𝑎  needed to deal the X* and Y* levels of damages 

results in: 

𝑋∗ =  𝑎 𝑎    which implies that  𝑎 =
(𝑋∗)

𝑎
 

𝑌∗ = 𝑎 𝑎    which implies that  𝑎 =
(𝑌∗)

𝑎
 

Figure 1: 
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Countries can use the above equations to determine a target intensity (i.e., a target value 

for 𝑎  𝑜𝑟 𝑎 ) with which they should implement their tariffs based on the target level of damage 

they wish to impose on their opponent nation (X* or Y*) and the expected intensity of that 

nation’s retaliation (𝑎  or 𝑎 ). For instance, if country Y both wanted to deal X* = $3 billion 

worth of damage to country X and expected country X to respond with an intensity of 𝑎 = 2, 

then it would need to set 𝑎 ≈ 3.674. 

One small note to consider is that the target 𝑎  and 𝑎  values (computed using eq 4.1.1) 

are found by assuming 𝑓(𝑋) = 𝑋  and 𝑔(𝑌) = 𝑌 . These limitation functions are simply 

estimations of each nation’s damage adversity, and it would likely be hard to determine if these 

estimations are accurate until much later in the trade war. This uncertainty is simply 

unavoidable; however, policymakers should be able to make more accurate estimations of 𝑓(𝑋) 

and 𝑔(𝑌) as the trade war develops: allowing them to determine more appropriate target values 

for 𝑎  and 𝑎 . 

In practical terms, what do the target values for 𝑎  and 𝑎  tell us? Well, if 𝑎 > 𝑎  then 

the target values reveal that Y will need significantly more intense tariffs (compared to those of 

country X) in order to achieve its target X* damage at equilibrium. It is difficult to state exactly 

how much more intense these tariffs will have to be; however, it may be possible to estimate this 

by utilizing data from the beginning of the trade war. At the beginning of a trade war, both X and 

Y (the damage done to each nation) are small. A consequence of this is that the limiting terms 

𝑓(𝑋) and 𝑔(𝑌) – which are likely nonlinear – are much smaller than the terms 𝑎 𝑌 and 𝑎 𝑋 (the 

terms adding damage). Because of this fact, we can estimate 𝑎  and 𝑎  while temporarily 

… (Eq. 4.1.1) 

… (Eq. 4.1.2) 
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ignoring the effects of the limiting term. This means that – in the beginning of a trade war – you 

can estimate both 𝑎  and 𝑎  by solving3 for their values like so: 

𝑑𝑋

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑎 𝑌

𝑑𝑌

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑎 𝑋

↔

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧

𝑎 =

𝑑𝑋
𝑑𝑡
𝑌

𝑎 =

𝑑𝑌
𝑑𝑡
𝑋

 

What is the utility of estimating 𝑎  and 𝑎  in this way? Recall that the limiting term is 

meant to represent the de-escalatory actions made by policymakers (e.g., creating trade deals) 

reducing the damage done to their nation. As you would expect, these actions are exceedingly 

rare at the start of a trade war when the damage delt to both countries is still low. Because of this, 

it may be difficult to create an accurate limiting function for each nation that properly represents 

how they will respond to damages. In real-world situations it would likely take longer to 

approximate the limiting function than it would to approximate the damages (X and Y) that are 

occurring at any given time. So, it would be useful to have a function that approximates 𝑎  and 

𝑎  without the former and with the latter. In essence, the method above (utilizing eq 4.1.2) is 

simply a way to estimate the actual 𝑎  or 𝑎  each country is achieving in the early stages of a 

trade war when the influence of the limitation functions is less consequential. 

In summary, this section proposes that policymakers entering a trade war first utilize 

equations 4.1.1 to find a target 𝑎  or 𝑎  value. Following this, they would then use equations 

4.1.2 at the beginning of the war to quickly estimate whether their tariffs are achieving their 

target 𝑎  or 𝑎  value and, afterwards, adjust their tariffs as necessary. 

 
3 The system below is the model from section 2.2, but with the limiting terms 𝑓(𝑋) = 𝑋  and 𝑓(𝑌) = 𝑌  removed. 
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4.2: Changing 𝒂𝒚 and 𝒂𝒙 

Now that we have a method to find the ‘a’ term, we can create a simple application of our 

model using a hypothetical trade war. To make this application a bit more dynamic than the 

solutions found in section 3.1, we assume that both countries simultaneously adjust their own 

tariff intensity once before the war approaches its equilibrium. The main goal of this extension is 

to model a scenario where countries can make periodic adjustments to their strategy in response 

to new information they gather throughout the war. Such a scenario would not only make for an 

interesting thought experiment, but also serve to significantly increase the realism of our model. 

After all, one would expect a country to make several strategic adjustments throughout a trade 

war to achieve its objectives: especially if the trade war has gone poorly for that nation. 

To begin, we must first establish some assumptions that will apply throughout the course 

of our hypothetical scenario: 

1. First assume that countries have full control over their own 𝑎  or 𝑎  value. Moreover, 

assume each country may only alter their own ‘a’ value once at the beginning of the trade 

war and once before the trade war reaches its equilibrium. That is, country Y may alter 

𝑎  from its initial value only once and, similarly, country X may alter 𝑎  from its initial 

value only once. We assume each country alters their own tariff intensity at the exact 

same time that their opponent makes a change (changes are simultaneous). 

2. Assume that each nation does not know what 𝑎  or 𝑎  value their opposition will set. 

Rather, they may only act based on their predictions for this value. 
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3. Assume countries have a target level of damage that they want to inflict upon their rival 

country and assume they will aim to achieve damage levels as close to their target level 

of damage as possible.  

a. Justification: Too little damage achieved would be detrimental to a nation for 

obvious reasons. While too much damage would be detrimental because excessive 

aggression may prompt retaliation from outside actors that could ultimately inflict 

more damage to a nation than the war itself would have (e.g., WTO intervention, 

sanctions, military invasions, etc.). 

Let us consider what such a trade war would look like from country X’s perspective. On 

day 0 of the trade war, country X would set a target (current) damage level Y* that it will aim to 

inflict on country Y. Additionally, country X will also predict a value for 𝑎  based on how 

aggressive/intense it predicts country Y’s retaliatory tariffs to be. With these two values, country 

X can then use equation 4.1.1 to determine what level of 𝑎  will result in their target damage Y* 

being achieved: 

𝑎 =
(𝑌∗)

𝑎
 

Country X then commits to setting this value of 𝑎  and the trade war begins.  

After a short period of time (before the trade war reaches its equilibrium), economists can 

collect trade data from the war period: allowing them to estimate the total damage being incurred 

by both nations. From this data, country X produces rough values for Y and   . Doing this 

allows country X to develop a better estimation for 𝑎  using equation 4.1.2: 
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𝑎 =

𝑑𝑋
𝑑𝑡
𝑌

 

 From here, country X uses its target damage Y* and its new estimation of 𝑎  to adjust its 

value for 𝑎  using equation 4.1.1. After this adjustment, the trade war is then allowed to reach its 

equilibrium (𝑋∗, 𝑌∗) and will remain there until the trade war has ended. 

The above scenario was simple an example from country X’s perspective. Concurrently, 

country Y would also be following this same process. Thus, in such a trade war, each nation 

starts the war by setting an initial level for their own ‘a’ value (𝑎  or 𝑎 ). Then, after a short 

period of time (i.e., some time before the trade war reaches its equilibrium (𝑋∗, 𝑌∗)) each nation 

gathers and process trade data from the beginning of the war and uses this data to adjust their 

own ‘a’ value (𝑎  or 𝑎 ). The trade war then proceeds to its equilibrium with no further changes 

being made to either nation’s ‘a’ value.  

4.3: An Example 

 To gain a better understanding of the idea presented in section 4.3, I will use this section 

to consider a hypothetical trade war that follows the structure developed above. To begin, each 

country has the following target damages and predicted ‘a’ values: 

 

Thus, each nation will set their own 𝑎  or 𝑎  value like so: 

Target Damage Level Predicted 'a' Value:

Country X: Y* = $5 billion/yr ay = 5

Country Y: X* = $4 billion/yr ax = 3
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⎩
⎪⎪
⎨

⎪⎪
⎧

𝑎 =
(𝑋∗)

𝑎
=

(4)

3
≈ 4.619

𝑎 =
(𝑌∗)

𝑎
=

(5)

5
≈ 5.000

 

The initial system, then, will be of the form: 

𝑑𝑋

𝑑𝑡
= (4.619)𝑌 − 𝑋

𝑑𝑌

𝑑𝑡
= (5.000)𝑋 − 𝑌

 

If everything remained constant, this system would have an equilibrium of (𝑋∗ =

 𝑎 𝑎 ≈ 4.743, 𝑌∗ = 𝑎 𝑎 ≈ 4.870). That is, country Y would overshoot its target damage 

by around 0.743 billion/year, while country X would miss its target by approximately 0.13 

billion/year. Before this equilibrium is reached, however, each nation will adjust their ‘a’ value 

in an attempt to more accurately reach their target. Say country X uses trade data to estimate that 

𝑎  will be 4.2 after the adjustment. Further, say country Y uses trade data to estimate that 𝑎  will 

become 5.3. Given this information, the two competing nations will adjust their ‘a’ values to the 

following levels: 

⎩
⎪⎪
⎨

⎪⎪
⎧

𝑎 =
(𝑋∗)

𝑎
=

(4)

5.3
≈ 3.475

𝑎 =
(𝑌∗)

𝑎
=

(5)

4.2
≈ 5.455

 

Notice that each country adjusted their respective ‘a’ value in exactly the way one would 

expect. Country Y, for instance, noticed that its target damage 𝑋∗ = 4 would be overshot if 𝑎  

remained at 4.619. Thus, it lowered the level of 𝑎  to 3.475 to correct the trajectory of the trade 
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war. Similarly, country X noticed that it would undershoot its target damage, so it corrected this 

mistake by increasing the value of 𝑎  from 5.000 to 5.455.  

Taking the new levels of 𝑎  and 𝑎  into account, the system now becomes: 

𝑑𝑋

𝑑𝑡
= (3.475)𝑌 − 𝑋

𝑑𝑌

𝑑𝑡
= (5.455)𝑋 − 𝑌

 

 …which has an equilibrium of (𝑋∗ =  𝑎 𝑎 ≈ 4.039, 𝑌∗ = 𝑎 𝑎 ≈ 4.694). Clearly, 

country Y came closer to achieving its target level of damage which, to some degree, could be 

considered a ‘win’ for that nation. In contrast, country X fell short of its target damage by around 

$0.3 billion per year.  

 One interesting feature to note is that these results suggest a nation’s success in achieving 

its target damage is largely determined by its ability to accurately predict the policy moves of its 

opposition. For instance, at the time of its adjustment country Y predicted 𝑎  be set to 5.3 while 

the actual level of 𝑎  was 5.455 after the adjustment. Country X, on the other hand, predicted 𝑎  

would be equal to 4.2 while the actual level of 𝑎  was 3.475. In the end country Y had the most 

accurate prediction, which allowed them to set an ‘a’ value that was much more likely to achieve 

their target damage of 𝑋∗ = $4 billion. This could be considered a ‘win’ for them, since their 

strategy managed to both closely achieve their desired level of damage and remain unpredictable 

enough to cause country X to fall short of its target. 

An Extension 

Of course, in a real-world trade war it is highly unlikely that two competing nations 

would be satisfied with making only one adjustment to their strategy throughout the entire war. 
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In practice, nations are constantly measuring the effects of each other’s actions while 

periodically responding in a way that would best suit themselves. A more accurate model of a 

trade war, therefore, would allow each nation to adjust their strategies multiple times throughout 

the war. This would require us to consider a scenario that allows nations to adjust their ‘a’ value 

multiple times throughout the war.  

Such an extension would be interesting to pursue since it brings into question whether or 

not such a scenario would ever reach an equilibrium. Indeed, if nations are always allowed to 

make adjustments to their own ‘a’ values, would the trade war ever reach an equilibrium? And, if 

so, where would this point lie in comparison to the target levels of damage set by each nation? 

With simple scenarios where nations do not know the methods with which their opponents 

determine their own ‘a’ values, such questions may be able to be answered using an extension of 

the scenario we have crafted above. Perhaps such scenarios would always result in both nations 

achieving their own target damages. Or perhaps the trade war will always remain dynamic, with 

nations constantly responding to one another in some international game of ‘cat and mouse’. 

Indeed, this extension seems like not only the most natural, but also the most interesting next 

step in the use of differential equations in modeling trade wars. 

This paper, however, merely serves as an introduction to the possibility of using 

differential equations to model the dynamics of trade wars. It is just slightly beyond the scope of 

this paper to pursue this question further. Thus, the answer to the above questions will have to be 

addressed in some future work – whenever that may come. 

4.4: Defining 𝜷 

 As mentioned in previous sections, tariffs can inflict economic damage not only through 

volume effects, but through terms of trade effects as well. When a country implementing tariffs 
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on a good is large enough to influence the world price of that good, then a terms of trade effect 

can transfer a portion of the tariff’s incidence (or burden) to foreign suppliers. Thus, in order to 

properly forecast the effects of tariffs policymakers must consider damages that can occur 

through terms of trade effects: especially if their country is relatively large. 

In terms of how these terms of trade effects are captured in our model, a similar 

technique to the one introduced in section 4.1 can be utilized. The major difference, however, is 

that policymakers would solve for 𝑎 + 𝛽 rather than just 𝑎. For instance, if country Y wanted to 

deal $3 billion in damages per year and it expected country X to retaliate with 𝑎 = 2 and 𝛽 =

0, then country Y would need 𝑎 + 𝛽 ≈ 3.67 . In general, 𝑎 + 𝛽  and 𝑎 + 𝛽  can be found 

using the following two equations: 

 𝑎 + 𝛽 =
(𝑋∗)

(𝑎 + 𝛽 )
        𝑎𝑛𝑑       𝑎 + 𝛽 =

(𝑌∗)

(𝑎 + 𝛽 )
 

These equations are in the same form as equations 4.1.1 in section 4.1 and, in general, the 

same methods (utilizing equations similar to eq. 4.1.1 and eq. 4.1.2) described in section 4.1 hold 

for the tariff pass through case as well. The main reason for having two separate constants in this 

case is to differentiate between the two types of cost (ToT and volume costs). The model itself 

isn’t drastically changed by the addition of the new constant, so the same methods from section 

4.1 can be utilized in this case. 

4.5: Defining Limiting Terms 

 To have any chance of accurately predicting the outcome of a trade conflict, our model 

must consider not only the offensive actions of each party, but their defensive actions as well. To 

this end, this section introduces a way to use trade data to roughly estimate the limiting functions 

of each nation. 
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 To begin, multiple estimations of values for 𝑋, 𝑌,  , and    should be generated from 

real-world trade data. That is, economists should – at multiple points in time – estimate the level 

of current damage being dealt to each nation (𝑋 and 𝑌) along with the rate at which damages are 

growing (  and   ). These would simply be numerical values measured in billions of dollars 

per year. From there, we can use the estimated values for 𝑋, 𝑌,  , and    along with the values 

of 𝑎  and 𝑎  estimated using equation 4.1.2 to solve for the (numerical) values of 𝑓(𝑋) and 

𝑔(𝑌) at each time period (say t=1,2,3,4…) using the equations from the model below.  

𝑑𝑋

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑎 𝑌 − 𝑐 𝑓(𝑋)

𝑑𝑌

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑎 𝑋 − 𝑐 𝑔(𝑌)

     ↔    

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧𝑓(𝑋) = −

𝑑𝑋/𝑑𝑡 − 𝑎 𝑌

𝑐

𝑔(𝑌) = −
𝑑𝑌/𝑑𝑡 − 𝑎 𝑋

𝑐

 

Graphing the values attained from these formulas would result in plots looking similar to 

graph #1 below. From there, an estimation of each limiting function 𝑓(𝑋) and 𝑔(𝑌) can be 

attained using a regression analysis (likely nonlinear), resulting in curves similar to those 

displayed in graph #2.  
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For instance, if the blue line corresponds to 𝑋 = √2𝑡  ↔ 𝑡 =   and the red line 

corresponds to 𝑌 = √1.5𝑡  ↔ 𝑡 =
.

, then we could estimate our limiting functions to be 

𝑓(𝑋) =   and 𝑔(𝑌) =
.

 . From this point, these functions could be used within the full model 

in order to make predictions of the trade war’s equilibrium: allowing policymakers to more 

accurately understand the current and future course of the war. Of course, such an analysis would 

become more accurate only as more trade data is collected, so the model should be continuously 

updated as new trade data is released.   

5. Limitations of the Application Section 

While interesting in theory, the application section has several limitations that would 

likely reduce the practicality of the model when it is applied to real-world situations. This section 

exists to both shine a spotlight on these issues and to highlight why they exist in the first place. 

Future research could then extend this work by attempting to address these limitations – a topic 

which is more thoroughly covered in section 6.  

5.1: A Lack of ‘Current Damage’ Data 

 The most obvious and most major limitation of the approach used in this model is a lack 

of applicable real-world data. This model cannot be accurately applied to real world trade wars 

yet since data on ‘current damage’ is not collected by economists. The total damage caused by a 

trade war, however, is routinely estimated over the course of its life. Since ‘current damage’ is 

simply the first derivative of total damage with respect to time, one solution to our data problem 

could be to find a way to differentiate the pre-existing total damage data. One problem with this 

approach, however, is that total damage data is inherently not continuous. New estimates for 

total damage are published periodically over the course of months, so there is no total damage 
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function that we can immediately differentiate. Of course, economists could use existing data to 

estimate a total damage function to get around this issue. This solution, however, is still 

problematic since a differentiation of an estimation may be too far removed from reality 

(depending on the accuracy of our estimation). 

5.2: Short Run Versus Long Run 

When the system in our model is at equilibrium, we know that 𝑑𝑋/𝑑𝑡 and 𝑑𝑌/𝑑𝑡 are 

both equal to 0. The implications of this fact can be a bit unintuitive mainly due to how X and Y 

are defined.  Since X and Y represent current damage (the first derivative of total damage) 

𝑑𝑋/𝑑𝑡 and 𝑑𝑌/𝑑𝑡 being equal to 0 still implies that each nation is constantly incurring damage 

every year (total damage is increasing at a constant rate). Thus, our model implies that trade wars 

will always result in damage being incurred by both nations every year that its trade barriers 

remain in place. In a real-world trade conflict, this may be an accurate statement in the short run 

since most trade wars are damaging for all nations involved; however, this dynamic may not be 

completely accurate in the long run. This is because - in the long run – a country can replace a 

portion of its lost trading volume from the trade war with new volume from other nations. In 

other words, countries can avoid the tariffs placed on them by their old trading partners by 

simply finding new countries to trade with. Given this fact, it would be more accurate to claim 

that our model is a short run model that cannot accurately represent the long run effects of a trade 

war. 

5.3: The Speedy Measurement of Damage 

One major limitation of this model concerns the method for predicting trade war 

outcomes proposed in section 4. This method involved using recent trade data collected at the 

beginning of a trade war in order to determine the damages and, thus, intensity of the tariffs each 
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nation imposed. This strategy is limited, however, since it is generally difficult to precisely 

measure the level of damage dealt by trade barriers during the early stages of a trade war.  

There are several reasons why it is so difficult to precisely measure the effects of a trade 

war in its early stages. Firstly, at the beginning of a trade conflict the damages occurring may be 

so slight that it will be difficult for economists to isolate the damages occurring due to trade 

barriers from those caused by other sources. Secondly, the trade data itself takes time to collect 

and analyze. This would obviously prevent any real time analysis of tariff damages. Third, the 

effects of tariffs can lag behind their implementation for various reasons: leading to an initial 

underestimation of trade war damages. These three reasons, among others, limit the speed at 

which trade data can be collected and analyzed – ultimately reducing the usefulness of the 

strategy mentioned in section 4. 

5.4: Context 

The proposed model does not consider the effect of context4 in a trade war. Classic 

examples of trade wars like the war that occurred following the Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act have 

demonstrated that recessions (and depressions) can exaggerate the effects of trade barriers. Our 

model does not account for the effect of business cycles: which could lead to some inaccuracies 

in its predictions during bad economic times. 

5.5: Several Terms of the Model are Difficult to Predict 

In general, predicting the outcome of an event becomes more difficult as the number of 

variables associated with that event increases. For an event as complex as a trade war, we would 

naturally expect a variety of both internal and external factors to hinder our ability to predict 

 
4 In this case, context refers to the current state of growth in the market (i.e., recession or expansion). 
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what will occur over the course of a conflict. This is certainly the case for our model, which has 

some predictability issues within both its damage adding and damage limiting features.  

The damages from terms of trade effects are difficult to predict simply because the degree 

of tariff pass through between two nations can be difficult to predict. For instance, both nations 

in the US-China trade war experienced complete tariff pass through despite classic theory 

suggesting that the trade actions of two large nations should have at least some downward 

influence on world prices. Unexpected results like the one described above could lead to major 

discrepancies between the model’s predictions and real-world result of the trade war: ultimately 

reducing the effectiveness of the model.  

The limiting functions 𝑓(𝑋) and 𝑔(𝑌) are difficult to define mainly due to the fact that 

human decision-making is extremely difficult to model accurately. The functions are meant to 

roughly predict the damage-limiting actions of policymakers; however, the decisions of policy- 

makers are not made in a vacuum. That is, the behavior of policymakers is not solely dictated by 

the amount of damage that is being dealt to their country, but rather by a variety of factors that 

exist both inside and outside of the trade war. Political pressure, for instance, could cause 

policymakers to become much more damage adverse over time to appease an unsatisfied voter 

base, even if damages from a trade conflict are relatively minor. Indeed, policymakers are not 

only respondent to actual damage caused by the war, but also to the damage perceived by their 

voter base: even if there is a major discrepancy between the two. It is impossible to account for 

every nuance of human behavior within a model which means that – to at least some extent – our 

model will be limited in its ability to predict the future decisions of policymakers. 
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5.6: Unlimited Damages 

The proposed model is also limited in that it doesn’t account for the fact that countries 

may be too small to incur extremely large amounts of damage from trade barriers. The model 

does capture the tendency for smaller nations to do low levels of damage (which would be 

captured in our model using a lower tariff intensity value); however, in a trade war between a 

large country and a small country it may not be possible for the former to deal hundreds of 

billions in damage to the latter. After all, the smaller nation may not even be exporting a high 

volume of goods in the first place. 

6. Conclusion 

In the past, systems of differential equations have been used to model a variety of 

situations including population dynamics, reactions between several chemicals, and even the 

outcome of warfare between two nations. These types of systems are well equipped to model 

both simple and relatively complex situations involving several interacting parties; however, they 

seem to have never been used to model the interactions between nations engaged in a trade war. 

This text was primarily developed in order to test the usefulness of these systems in this novel 

economic application. 

We began this paper by summarizing the main inputs and outputs of several historical 

trade wars. By doing so, we were able to find several key features of trade wars that should be 

captured within our model: retaliation, damage limitation, damage from both volume and terms 

of trade (ToT) effects, and relatively low levels of damage compared to the size of GDP. From 

there, we developed two models utilizing systems of differential equations that incorporated the 

aforementioned key features of trade wars and analyzed several specific solutions of these 

systems. Additionally, we applied one of these systems to a dynamic hypothetical trade war that 
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allows countries to change their own ‘a’ value throughout the course of the war. Finally, a brief 

list of limitations was addressed where we discussed several factors that hindered the accuracy of 

the proposed models.  

The main objective of this paper was to test whether a simple system of differential 

equations is capable of modeling some of the most basic dynamics of a trade conflict. Overall, 

we proved that such a system can model the two most fundamental elements of a trade conflict: 

retaliation and damage limitation. Additionally, the application section (section 4) has shown that 

the model has some potential for strategy making in real world scenarios; however, further 

research would need to be conducted to determine the system’s usefulness in real-world 

scenarios more conclusively: a fact supported by the limitations presented in section 5. 

7. Finding Equilibria and Proving Stability 

7.1: General Equilibrium for the 𝑿𝒑, 𝒀𝒒 Case 

 In section 3.3, it was found that the equilibria of the system below exist at the points 

(0,0) and ( 𝑎 𝑎  , 𝑎 𝑎  ).  

𝑑𝑋

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑎 𝑌 − 𝑋

𝑑𝑌

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑎 𝑋 − 𝑌

 

 This result, while interesting as an example, is not particularly useful since it only applies 

to the specific case where 𝑓(𝑋) = 𝑋  and 𝑔(𝑌) = 𝑌 . In this section, we will solve this issue by 

finding a general formula for each equilibrium in the case where 𝑓(𝑋) = 𝑋  and 𝑔(𝑌) = 𝑌  for 

𝑞, 𝑝 > 1. That is, we will find a general formula for the following system’s non-zero 

equilibrium: 
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𝑑𝑋

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑎 𝑌 − 𝑋

𝑑𝑌

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑎 𝑋 − 𝑌

    

Since the equilibrium exists where  = = 0, we have: 

0 = 𝑎 𝑌 − 𝑋

0 = 𝑎 𝑋 − 𝑌
    ↔       

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧𝑌 =

𝑋

𝑎
 

𝑋 =
𝑌

𝑎
 

 

Using the fact that 𝑌 =   and that 0 = 𝑎 𝑋 − 𝑌 , we find: 

0 = 𝑎 𝑋 −
𝑋

𝑎
     ↔      0 = 𝑋(𝑎 −

𝑋

𝑎
) 

Solving for the roots of the above equation: 

1. 𝑋 = 0 

2. 𝑎 − = 0      ↔      𝑋 = 𝑎 𝑎       ↔         𝑋 = 𝑎 𝑎  

Similarly, we can find the equilibrium Y-values to be: 

1. 𝑌 = 0 

2. 𝑌 = 𝑎 (𝑎 )  

Thus, the non-zero general equilibrium of the system is: 

(𝑋∗, 𝑌∗) = ( 𝑎 𝑎  , 𝑎 (𝑎 )  ) 

…where X* and Y* represent the equilibrium values of X and Y. 
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7.2: Supplement to Section 3.4 - Proof of General Stability 

The scenario from section 7.1 results in two equilibria: one at the origin and one with 

positive X and Y values. The following section proves that the latter equilibrium is generally 

stable regardless of the values of the coefficients 𝑎  and 𝑎 .To begin, consider the system: 

𝑑𝑋

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑎 𝑌 − 𝑋 = 𝑓(𝑋, 𝑌)

𝑑𝑌

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑎 𝑋 − 𝑌 = 𝑔(𝑋, 𝑌)

 

…where 𝑎  and 𝑎  are positive constants and where 𝑝, 𝑞 > 1. As shown earlier, this system has 

a general equilibrium at  𝑋 = 𝑎 𝑎  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑌 = 𝑎 (𝑎 )  .  

Theorem: The eigen values of this system are 

𝜆 = −
1

2
(𝑝𝑋 + 𝑞𝑌 ) ± 1/4(𝑝𝑋 − 𝑞𝑌 ) + 𝑋 𝑌  

…and they are both negative real numbers. 

Proof: 

The Jacobian matrix of this system is as follows: 

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡
𝜕𝑓(𝑋, 𝑌)

𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑓(𝑋, 𝑌)

𝜕𝑦

𝜕𝑔(𝑋, 𝑌)

𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑔(𝑋, 𝑌)

𝜕𝑦 ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

=
−𝑝𝑋 𝑎

𝑎 −𝑞𝑌
= 𝐴 

Finding the eigenvalues of this matrix: 

det(𝐴 − 𝜆𝐼) = (−𝑝𝑋 − 𝜆)(−𝑞𝑌 − 𝜆) − 𝑎 𝑎 = 0 

↔           𝜆 + (𝑝𝑋 + 𝑞𝑌 )𝜆 + 𝑝𝑞𝑋 𝑌 − 𝑎 𝑎 = 0 
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↔           𝜆 =
−(𝑝𝑋 + 𝑞𝑌 ) ± (𝑝𝑋 + 𝑞𝑌 ) − 4(𝑝𝑞𝑋 𝑌 − 𝑎 𝑎 )

2
 

↔           𝜆 = −
1

2
(𝑝𝑋 + 𝑞𝑌 ) ± 1/4(𝑝𝑋 + 𝑞𝑌 ) − (𝑝𝑞𝑋 𝑌 − 𝑎 𝑎 ) 

Since the equilibrium values of X and Y are  𝑋 = 𝑎 𝑎  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑌 = 𝑎 (𝑎 )  (via 

section 7.1), we can substitute these values into the 𝑝𝑞𝑋 𝑌  term like so: 

𝑝𝑞𝑋 𝑌    →  𝑝𝑞 𝑎 𝑎  𝑎 𝑎  

→   𝑝𝑞 𝑎 𝑎 𝑎 𝑎     

→   𝑝𝑞 𝑎 𝑎 𝑎 𝑎                                     

→   𝑝𝑞 𝑎 𝑎                                                                                

→   𝑝𝑞(𝑎 𝑎 ) 

Notice that this value must always be positive, since it is simply a product of positive real 

numbers. After substituting this expression into our formula for 𝜆, we find that the eigenvalues of 

the Jacobian matrix are: 

𝜆 = −
1

2
(𝑝𝑋 + 𝑞𝑌 ) ± 1/4(𝑝𝑋 + 𝑞𝑌 ) − (𝑝𝑞 − 1)𝑎 𝑎  

Notice that the first term within the square root is simply the square of the term outside of the 

square root. Further, notice that this term is being subtracted by (𝑝𝑞 − 1)𝑎 𝑎  which is always 

positive. Thus, this expression of  𝜆 reveals two possibilities: either the eigenvalues are both real 
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and negative, or complex with a negative real part. We will now show that the eigenvalues are in 

fact real numbers. Consider the expression: 

1/4(𝑝𝑋 + 𝑞𝑌 ) − (𝑝𝑞 − 1)𝑎 𝑎  

… which is the expression within the square root function. If we can prove that the above 

expression is always positive, then we will know all eigenvalues are simply negative real 

numbers. Consider: 

1/4(𝑝𝑋 + 𝑞𝑌 ) − (𝑝𝑞 − 1)𝑎 𝑎  

= (1/4) ((𝑝𝑋 ) + 2𝑝𝑞𝑋 𝑌 + (𝑞𝑌 ) )  − (𝑝𝑞 − 1)𝑎 𝑎  

=     
1

4
(𝑝𝑋 ) +

1

2
𝑝𝑞𝑋 𝑌 +

1

4
(𝑞𝑌 ) − (𝑝𝑞 − 1)𝑎 𝑎  

=  
1

4
(𝑝𝑋 ) +

1

2
𝑝𝑞𝑋 𝑌 +

1

4
(𝑞𝑌 ) − 𝑝𝑞𝑎 𝑎 + 𝑎 𝑎  

Recall that 𝑝𝑞𝑋 𝑌 =  𝑝𝑞(𝑎 𝑎 ). Thus, 𝑋 𝑌 = 𝑎 𝑎 . Using this fact in the above 

expression: 

1/4(𝑝𝑋 + 𝑞𝑌 ) − (𝑝𝑞 − 1)𝑎 𝑎  

                             =  
1

4
(𝑝𝑋 ) +

1

2
𝑝𝑞𝑋 𝑌 +

1

4
(𝑞𝑌 ) − 𝑝𝑞𝑋 𝑌 + 𝑎 𝑎  

=  
1

4
(𝑝𝑋 ) −

1

2
𝑝𝑞𝑋 𝑌 +

1

4
(𝑞𝑌 ) + 𝑎 𝑎  

=  
1

4
((𝑝𝑋 ) − 2𝑝𝑞𝑋 𝑌 + (𝑞𝑌 ) ) + 𝑎 𝑎  

                                     =  
1

4
(𝑝𝑋 − 𝑞𝑌 ) + 𝑎 𝑎  

                                     =  
1

4
(𝑝𝑋 − 𝑞𝑌 ) + 𝑋 𝑌  
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Notice that the final equation is simply the sum of a real number squared and 𝑋 𝑌 , 

both of which are positive. The eigenvalues can therefore be expressed as: 

𝜆 = −
1

2
(𝑝𝑋 + 𝑞𝑌 ) ± 1/4(𝑝𝑋 − 𝑞𝑌 ) + 𝑋 𝑌  

This proves that the equilibrium with positive X and Y values is generally stable. That is, 

this equilibrium is stable regardless of the values of 𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑎 , and 𝑎 . Moreover, this proves that 

the eigenvalues of the solutions cannot be imaginary since the expression within the square root 

function is strictly positive. This is an important discovery, since it shows us that solutions 

cannot possibly spiral to the equilibrium (a scenario known as a spiral sink). Instead, the fact that 

all solutions will correspond to negative real eigenvalues proves that their trajectories will 

always approach the system’s equilibrium via some gentle curve similar to those depicted in 

section 7.1.  

 This concludes this section. Special thanks to Dr. Cone, whose proof for the general 

stability of a system with limiting functions 𝑓(𝑋) = 𝑋  and 𝑔(𝑌) = 𝑌  inspired several of the 

ideas used in this section. 
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